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ASEM1 youth convey joint 

message on entrepreneurship and 

youth employment to the ASEM 

Foreign Ministers 
 

The ASEF Young Leaders Summit (ASEFYLS) connects senior and young 

leaders from 51 Asian and European countries  

 

Press Release 
 

 The ASEF Young Leaders Summit (ASEFYLS), held on 1-5 November 2015 in 

Luxembourg, connected young and senior leaders from 51 Asian and 

European countries to convey the Asia-Europe Young Leaders Call for Action 

on Entrepreneurship and Youth Employment. 4 participants – nationals 

from Bulgaria, Luxembourg, Mongolia and Singapore – partook in a 5-

minute  intervention at the 12th ASEM Foreign Ministers’ Meeting (ASEM 

FMM12). The jointly drafted Call for Action focuses on 3 C’s, connectivity, 

culture and capabilities, and urges the ASEM Governments to strengthen 

entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial spirit and skills to promote youth 

employment in Asia and Europe.  

The Asia-Europe Foundation (ASEF) and the European Investment Bank 

(EIB) also co-hosted a reception for the participants of ASEFYLS and the 

ASEM delegations, in conjunction with  the ASEM FMM12. Amongst others, 

H E Federica MOGHERINI, High Representative of the European Union for 

Foreign Affairs and Security Policy and Vice-President of the European 

Commission, H E Lubomír ZAORÁLEK, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the 

Czech Republic, H E Dr Dr George VELLA, Minister for Foreign Affairs of 

Malta, H E Lundeg PUREVSUREN, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Mongolia 

and H E Don  PRAMUDWINAI, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Thailand, met 

with the participants for direct interactions and close exchange of 

leadership experiences. 

"This is a defining moment for who we are, and for our place in the world. A 

world which is more than ever interconnected, complex and unpredictable. 

Such a world needs leaders. Leaders, not strongmen. Leaders who are 

capable to listen and to build partnerships. I am sure that many of you have 

the talent and the vision to be that kind of leader," stated H E MOGHERINI 

during her speech at the Summit. 

ASEFYLS – hosted by the University of Luxembourg and then the European 

Investment Bank – invited over 100 young professionals and students from 

a pool of 5,988 applicants. The Summit invited renowned leaders from 

business and public sector, including Mr Kazuo TSUKUDA, Senior Executive 

Advisor, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd., and Mr Peter VESTERBACKA, 

Mighty-Eagle,  Rovio Entertainment, and Founder of the Angry Birds 

franchise. The participants also visited the ArcelorMittal’s steel production 

site Differdange. 

 

For more information please visit http://bit.ly/1VvwxK1  
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1 The Asia-Europe Meeting (ASEM) is an intergovernmental forum for dialogue and cooperation established in 1996 to deepen relations between Asia 

and Europe, which addresses political, economic and socio-cultural issues of common concern. ASEM brings together 53 members (21 Asian and 30 
European countries, the ASEAN Secretariat, and the European Union). 

http://bit.ly/1VvwxK1
mailto:mariaelena.dematteo@asef.org
mailto:nathalie.sajda@asef.org
http://www.asef.org/
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About the Organiser and Hosts 
 

 

 

   

  

The Asia-Europe Foundation (ASEF) promotes understanding, strengthens relationships and 

facilitates cooperation among the people, institutions and organisations of Asia and Europe. 

ASEF enhances dialogue, enables exchanges and encourages collaboration across the 

thematic areas of culture, economy, education, governance, public health and sustainable 

development.  

 

ASEF is an intergovernmental not-for-profit organisation located in Singapore. Founded in 

1997, it is the only institution of the Asia-Europe Meeting (ASEM).  

 

Together with about 750 partner organisations ASEF has run more than 700 projects, mainly 

conferences, seminars and workshops. Over 20,000 Asians and Europeans have actively 

participated in its activities and it has reached much wider audiences through its networks, 

web-portals, publications, exhibitions and lectures.  

For more information, please visit www.asef.org 

 

 

 

 

 

The European Investment Bank (EIB) is the European Union’s (EU) bank and is the only bank 

owned by and representing the interests of the European Union Member States. EIB works 

closely with other EU institutions to implement EU policy. As the largest multilateral borrower 

and lender by volume, EIB provides finance and expertise for sound and sustainable 

investment projects which contribute to furthering EU policy objectives. More than 90% of EIB 

activity is focused on Europe but it also supports the EU‘s external and development policies. 

Around 2000 staff build on more than 50 years‘ experience and expertise in project financing. 

Headquartered in Luxembourg, EIB has a network of local and regional offices in Europe and 

beyond. The EIB Group consists of the European Investment Bank and the European 

Investment Fund, – the specialist arm providing SME risk finance. The EIB is the majority EIF 

shareholder with the remaining equity held by the European Union (represented by the 

European Commission) and other European private and public bodies. 

 

http://www.eib.org/ 

  

The University of Luxembourg is a multilingual European research university. It is a modern 

institution with a personal atmosphere, close to European institutions, innovative companies 

and the financial place. It was founded in 2003 as the first and only public university of the 

Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg. With nearly 6,300 students and about 1500 employees from all 

over the globe, the University offers a unique mix of international excellence and national 

relevance, delivering knowledge for society and businesses. The mandatory semester abroad 

for Bachelor’s students reflects the importance attached to mobility. Exchange agreements 

and research cooperations exist with 78 universities around the world. Our priorities for 

research are computational sciences, systems biomedicine, law and European law, finance 

and educational sciences. The research teams and about 570 PhD students work in 

three faculties and two interdisciplinary centres. 

 

http://wwwen.uni.lu/ 

 

  

ArcelorMittal is the world‘s leading steel and mining company, with a presence in 60 countries 

and an industrial footprint in 19 countries. Guided by a philosophy to produce safe, 

sustainable steel, we are the leading supplier of quality steel in the major global steel markets 

including automotive, construction, household appliances and packaging, with world-class 

research and development and outstanding distribution networks. Through our core values of 

sustainability, quality and leadership, we operate responsibly with respect to the health, safety 

and wellbeing of our employees, contractors and the communities in which we operate. For 

us, steel is the fabric of life, as it is at the heart of the modern world from railways to cars and 

washing machines. We are actively researching and producing steel-based technologies and 

solutions that make many of the products and components people use in their everyday lives 

more energy efficient. We are one of the world’s five largest producers of iron ore and 

metallurgical coal and our mining business is an essential part of our growth strategy. With a 

geographically diversified portfolio of iron ore and coal assets, we are strategically positioned 

http://www.asef.org/
http://www.eib.org/
http://wwwen.uni.lu/
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to serve our network of steel plants and the external global market. While our steel operations 

are important customers, our supply to the external market is increasing as we grow. In 2014, 

ArcelorMittal had revenues of US$79.3 billion and crude steel production of 93.1 million 

tonnes, while own iron ore production reached 63.9 million tonnes. ArcelorMittal is listed on 

the stock exchanges of New York (MT), Amsterdam (MT), Paris (MT), Luxembourg (MT) and on 

the Spanish stock exchanges of Barcelona, Bilbao, Madrid and Valencia (MTS). 

 

http://corporate.arcelormittal.com/ 
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This project is co-funded by the Government of Japan. 
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